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§ Randomised clinical trials in the 1970s and 1980s

§ Population-based screening programmes were implemented in most
European countries at the beginning of the 1990s

§ In 2007 the total population targeted by a mammographic screening 
programme comprised 26.9 million women, predominantly aged 50-69.
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THE CRITICISMS OF MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING

§ The effectiveness in reducing breast cancer mortality was recently
questioned on the basis of two observational studies
(Jorgensen et al, BMJ 2009; Kalager et al, New Engl J Med 2010)

§ The problem of overdiagnosis and other side-effects have been raised by
some authors who have tried to quantify them
(Esserman et al, JAMA 2009; Gotzsche et al, BMJ 2009)
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EUROSCREEN WORKING GROUP

EUROSCREEN is a cooperative group that includes experts involved in 
planning and evaluating most of the population-based screening 
programmes in Europe.
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We aimed to present a ‘balance sheet’ based on estimates of breast cancer 
mortality reduction as the primary benefit, and overdiagnosis of breast 
cancer and false-positive screening tests as the most important harms.

THE PROJECT

Five literature reviews were conducted based on the observational 
published studies in Europe evaluating:

1) breast cancer mortality reduction (trend studies, incidence-based 
mortality studies and case-control studies)

2) breast cancer overdiagnosis

3) false-positive results



THE PROJECT

The results of this project for the evaluation of service screening in 
Europe are published in a supplement of the Journal of Medical Screening :

The project was supported by the National Centre for Screening Monitoring 
(ONS).

The project has started on November 2010 and there were two international 
meeting in Florence. 

Weighing up the benefits and harms of 
breast cancer service screening in Europe. 
J Med screen 2012; 19(Suppl1)







We reviewed all the observation studies evaluating the impact of a 
population-based mammographic screening programme in Europe on 
breast cancer mortality.

Incidence-based mortality studies (n=20): the pooled estimate 
of breast cancer mortality reduction from IBM studies was 38% 
among screened women.

Case-control studies (n=8): the pooled estimate of breast cancer 
mortality reduction from case-control studies was 48% among 
screened women, after adjustment for self-selection bias.

Trend studies (n=17): the analysis of breast cancer mortality
trends is not adequate for evaluating the impact of screening





“Detection of in situ or invasive breast cancers at screening that
would have never clinically surfaced in the absence of screening”

Overdiagnosis and breast cancer

It’s the combination of two causes:

1. the natural history of the disease (low or no potential to
progress to symptomatic disease)

2. the presence of competing causes of death (potentially
progressive cancer in a subject who is going to die of other
causes in the near future)

Paci and Duffy, Breast Cancer Research, 2005



Biesheuvel et al, Lancet Oncology, 2007

Several years after screening 
ends, if there’s no overdiagnosis, 
the cumulative incidence will be
identical in the two groups. 

Figure 1. 
Effect of biennial screening of women 50-68 
years on incidence of invasive breast cancer
in the absence of overdiagnosis.   



Biesheuvel et al, Lancet Oncology, 2007

Figure 2. 
Effect of biennial screening of women 50-68 
years on incidence of invasive breast cancer
in the presence of overdiagnosis.   

The comparison of cumulative 
incidence in the two groups 
several years after screening 
stops is a valid estimate of 
overdiagnosis



SEARCH STRATEGY

ELIGIBLE ARTICLE
Primary research articles that gave explicit estimates of breast
cancer overdiagnosis in European population-based mammographic 
screening programmes published in English.

133 English language abstract were considered 

We excluded:
• 36 editorials or commentary
• 22 reviews
• 14 letters
• 44 papers because they did not report an original estimate of overdiagnosis 
• 1 paper because it pertained to a non-European country
• 4 papers related to randomized trials only

On the basis of the references in the articles identified, one more paper was 
also included.

à 13 SELECTED PAPERS 
(reporting 16 estimates of overdiagnosis)



2.8%1989-2006The Netherlandsde Gelder, 2011

0.4%-46.6%1980-2004SpainMartinez-Alonso, 2010

3.3%1974-2004EnglandDuffy, 2010

33.0%1971-2003DenmarkJorgensen, 2009 (BMC)

1.0%1986-2004ItalyPuliti, 2009

31%-41%1971-1999
England and Wales; 
Sweden; NorwayJorgensen, 2009 (BMJ)

10.0%1971-2001England and WalesWaller, 2007

4.6%1986-2001ItalyPaci, 2006

7.0%1991-1996DenmarkOlsen, 2006

0-54%1971-2000SwedenJonsson, 2005

45%-54%1971-2000Norway; SwedenZahl, 2004

5.0%1985-1999ItalyPaci, 2004

11.0%1970-1986The NetherlandPeeters, 1989

Estimate of
overdiagnosis

Calendar
periodCountryPaper

List of 13 selected papers:



METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

1) Breast cancer risk
2) Lead time bias

• All selected studies were classified according to the presence 
of the adjustment for breast cancer risk and lead time bias.

The methodological framework used in this review for the 
evaluation of overdiagnosis estimates in observational studies is 
based on identifying the two main potential biases that can affect 
the estimates: 

• We expressed estimates of overdiagnosis from each paper as a 
percentage of the expected incidence in the absence of screening, 
in order to make them more comparable. 
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CONCLUSIONS of OVERDIAGNOSIS REVIEW

On the basis of this classification, the most plausible estimates of 
overdiagnosis range from 1% to 10%: 

2.8% in the Netherlands, 
4.6% and 1.0% in Italy, 
7.0% in Denmark
10% and 3.3% in United Kingdom

Unadjusted estimates range from 0 to 54%.



Six selected estimates adjusted for the major sources of variability:

This is a measure for overdiagnosis in screened women between 50
and 69 years and followed until 79 years, including, carcinoma in 
situ, based on the studies which adequately adjusted for 
underlying risk and lead time.

average estimate = 6.5%





A false-positive screening test was defined as any screening test 
requiring further diagnostic assessment in which neither invasive 
breast cancer nor DCIS was diagnosed.

The cumulative risk of a false-positive screening result in women 
aged 50-69 undergoing 10 biennial screening tests was 20% 

The specific investigate procedures following a recall should be
considered when examining the cumulative risk of a false-positive 
screening result.

Invasive procedure:

3% 17%

Non-invasive procedure:





Communication of benefits and harms is central to screening, and should 
provide the invitee with the information needed to make an informed choice 
about participation.

The usual measures are estimates of the absolute number of lives saved and 
the number of breast cancer cases overdiagnosed in a given decision-making 
scenario.

No judgement is made as to the relative value of a breast cancer death 
avoided or a case overdiagnosed – this is matter for individual judgement.

COMMUNICATIONG THE THE BALANCE SHEET 



Components Value Comments and communicative implications

Number of women 1000 The average number of women aged 50-51 
years in a small city 

Age at the start of the risk 
period (years)

50 Recommended starting age for service 
screening in Europe

Status in regard to screening Screened The outcomes in terms of benefits and 
harms to screened women are informative 
to invited women who are making the 
decision whether or not to attend

Number of screening 
mammograms expected in the 
screening period 

10
(every 2 years)

Recommended number for service 
screening in Europe

Age span for screening (years) 50 to 69 Recommended age range for service 
screening in Europe

Age at the end of follow up 
(years)

79 The outcomes in terms of benefits and 
harms refer to the period from 50 to 79 
years.

Essential components of the decision-making scenario



Estimates of screening effects

Estimated for women 
who participate in all 
of the 10 expected 
biennial screening 
tests

Review of false 
positive results

3% and 17%, 
respectively

Cumulative risk of a false 
positive result with or 
without invasive assessment

Range of the six 
estimates adjusted 
for BC risk and lead 
time bias

Review of 
overdiagnosis

1%-10%
(average corrected 
estimate = 6.5%)

Estimate of overdiagnosis 
(proportion of the incidence 
in the absence of screening)

Pooled estimates for 
screened versus 
unscreened 
(adjusted for self-
selection bias) 

Review of 
IBM studies and 

case-control studies

38%-48%Reduction in BC mortality 

CommentReferenceParameterEstimation



Balance sheet for 1000 women aged 50-51 years, screened
biennially until 69 years and followed until 79 years

Balance sheet 
Benefits Harms

7-9 women’s lives are saved
(out of 30 deaths expected 
in the absence of screening)

4 women are overdiagnosed
(out of 67 cancers expected 
in the absence of screening)

170 women have at least one recall with no-invasive
assessment giving a negative result

30  women have at least one recall with invasive
assessment giving a negative result



•Available  cumulative evidence from population-based service screening in 
Europe shows that the chance of a woman’s life being saved by 
mammographic screening is greater than that of being overdiagnosed by 
screening.

• These results are intended to help a woman who is invited to screening 
to make an informed personal choice about the possible outcomes and the 
implications of participating in screening.

CONCLUSIONS (EUROSCREEN WG)



THE UK INDEPENDENT BREST SCREENING REVIEW

Professor Marmot was asked to convene and chair an independent
Panel to review the evidence on benefits and harms of breast
screening in the context of the UK breast screening programmes.

The Panel thought that the best evidence came from the RCTs and did not
consider estimates from observational studies:
“ [..] the Panel was concerned that residual bias could inflate the estimate of 
benefit ” “ [..] the Panel concluded that observational studies could give no 
reliable estimate of the extent of overdiagnosis.”



Mortality benefit:
Meta-analysis of 11 randomised trials estimated a 20% reduction in 
breast cancer mortality in women invited for screening.

In the Panel’s judgement the best evidence comes from randomised trials. 
Estimates from observational studies are considered no reliable and prone 
to bias.

THE UK INDEPENDENT BREST SCREENING REVIEW

Overdiagnosis:
Meta-analysis of 3 randomised trials estimated a 11% overdiagnosis (as
proportion of OD cases in invited women over whole follow-up period) and 
19% (as proportion of OD cases in invited women during screening period)

The BALANCE OF BENEFIT AND HARMS:
For 10 000 women invited to screening from age 50 for 20 years, it is
estimated that 681 cancers will be diagnosed of which 129 will represent
overdiagnosis and 43 deaths from breast cancer will be prevented.

1 life saved: 3 overdiagnosis cases





Grazie per 
l’attenzione


